DIVIDER CONFIGURATIONS

Traditional Layout: All gear with back and top access.

Top Compartment Construction

Traditional Kit 3:4 Layout

Prime Kit 2:3 Layout

Top Compartment Storage

Personal 2:3 Layout

Step 1: Place “Horizontal Divider” at the top of the bag.
Step 2: Place “Double Hinge Divider” underneath.
Note: One hinge folds down the side.

Step 3: Use “Small Dividers” to secure edge gaps.

With top compartment construction, camera equipment can be easily accessed while the main compartment is used for personal items.

Removable Waistbelt

The included waistbelt is removable by unthreading the webbing through the buckle.
TRAVEL TRIPOD ATTACHMENT – FRONT PANEL

**Step 1:** Locate the two adjustable tripod straps provided with the Retrospective Backpack. To open the Double Gate Keeper, press the gate inwards then depress the top plastic bar in order to release the gate.

**Step 2:** Slide the opened double gate keeper through the webbing loop directly below the brass hook and close it by depressing the top plastic bar and securing the gate.

**Step 3:** Open the double gate keeper on the opposite side of the strap and slide it through the webbing loop at the bottom of the bag.

**Step 4:** Repeat steps 2 & 3 for the other side of the bag.

**Step 5:** Tighten straps around tripod and close cam-locks to ensure security.

TRIPOD ATTACHMENT – SIDE PANEL

**Step 1:** Locate one adjustable tripod strap provided with the Retrospective Backpack. To open the Double Gate Keeper, press the gate inwards then depress the top plastic bar in order to release the gate.

**Step 2:** Slide the opened Double Gate Keeper through the webbing loops on the top of the side panel and close the Double Gate Keeper by depressing the top plastic bar and securing the gate.

**Step 3:** Place 2–3 feet in the pocket and tighten strap. Secure top strap around the tripod head. If you find that the tripod moves from left to right, wrap the strap one full rotation around the tripod and then secure the strap.